
2022 Wedding Packages



Specializing in bespoke weddings and celebrations, Georgia
Mae Events & Design strives to serve our clients throughout the
planning process by providing guidance and direction every
step of the way. Consider us your planning BFF!  Using state of
the art planning systems such as Aisle Planner to streamline all
things planning, we are here to assist you with managing your
design, budget and logistics, all while reducing stress for you. 
We’ll help you gather your vendor dream team, ensuring your
vision is brought to life!

You're engaged!! Congratulations!!! Now what??!!
Wedding planning can be a daunting task, to say the
least. Where do we start? What style do we like?
What's important to us? What vendors should we
hire?
These are some of the questions I bet you have been
pondering as you start to envision your wedding day.
And they are all legitimate items to tackle, but there
is no need to tackle them alone.

Cue the confetti . . . 

We're here to help . . .



Our Wedding Management package is for the
organized couple with a defined vision and a plan
to execute it. You determine your vibe, choose
your vendors, and the general flow of your day.
Then about 8 weeks before the big day, we step in
as the liaison between you and your vendors. We
make sure no details are missed and remove the
stress of fine-tuning all the final details of your
day.

Starting at $2,500For the natural planner

For the ones who want it all
If you have no idea where to begin - then this is
for you. Our Full Planning package allows us to
partner with you from the very beginning, so you
never feel alone. Book with us 12 months before
your wedding day and we'll do all the heavy lifting
along the way. We'll help you develop your vision
and pull together your dream vendor team to
execute it to perfection! Guest lists, venue,
invitations, RSVPs, layouts, rentals, timelines -
We've Got This!!

Starting at $6,500



Georgia Mae Events & Design is a wedding
planning service based in Delaware. Owner Syreeta
Harris is a certified wedding planner and specializes

in organizing bespoke events in Delaware and
Maryland's Eastern Shore. She also serves weddings

in Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, DC.
 

With a diverse background in planning a variety of
events with many themes, Syreeta is ready to create

stunning weddings. With an eye for detail and
strong organizational skills, she creates

breathtaking events. No aspect of design is
overlooked, and Syreeta can handle anything that

needs management to take the stress out of
planning. Using current technology such as Aisle
Planner and partnering with industry giants like

Kleinfeld Bridal Party, GenerationTux, BBJ Linens,
and Minted, Georgia Mae Events is poised and

ready to plan your next event.
 

Each booking with Georgia Mae Events begins with
an initial consultation so Syreeta can get to know

you and your fiancé. She works with your vision and
combines your ideas with her industry expertise to

ensure your wedding is unforgettable!


